
Discovering new approaches to 
measure nano-scale dynamic phenomena in living systems



CNBP Scientific Aims

Reach the limits of light-based measurement within 
complex and dynamic biological environments

Link physics at multiple scales creating a bridge 
between nanoscale events and our macroscopic world 

Create smart, tailored interfaces between nanoscale 
systems and the biochemical environment

Establish new forms of measurement  assays 
and deploy them to address identified challenges to 
unveil molecular-level insights 

VISION - OBJECTIVES
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The CNBP will drive advances in…

CNBP Objectives

Lead international research in nanobiophotonics 

Empower an integrated ecosystem of leading researchers 

Pioneer approaches to interdisciplinary research training

Inspire next generation to aspire to careers in science 

Engage with leading international centres 

Seed industries by creating disruptive technologies
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We are  thrilled to be leading the Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence 
for Nanoscale BioPhotonics, the CNBP. This truly transdisciplinary centre brings 
together leading Australian researchers with partners in Europe, the US and China 
and industry. Our aim is to extend the boundaries of knowledge in nanoscale 
photonics and in the science of surfaces to drive new approaches to sensing at the 
nanoscale that will power new ways of understanding cellular processes within the 
human body.

With 38 Million dollars committed to the CNBP over 7-years, we have the 
opportunity to take a deep breath and be visionary in our approach to scientific 
research. We have no doubt that the research outcomes flowing from our talented 
research community over the next 7-years will be paradigm changing. 

Australia is home to many new innovations and technologies. We aim to add to 
that proud reputation – and to bring our fellow Australians on this journey, 
engaging them in science that will play an important part in building our economic 
future. The CNBP will nurture our most  precious resource, young Australian 
researchers, to gain a first rate scientific education 
and research experience, both in Australia's leading
laboratories and those of our international and 
Industry partners. 

We look forward to sharing our success 
with you over the next 7-years

MESSAGE

Prof Mark Hutchinson
Director

Prof Ewa Goldys
Deputy Director

Prof Jim Piper, AM
Macquarie Node 
Leader

Dr Brant Gibson
RMIT Node Leader

Prof Andrew Abell
University of Adelaide 
Node Leader
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Definition: Nanoscale = at the nanometre scale



Definition: BioPhotonics = The science of generating and harnessing 
light (photons) to image, detect and manipulate biological systems
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Underpinning Science Themes
IlluminateIlluminate RecogniseRecognise MeasureMeasure DiscoverDiscover

Biologically Driven Concept Challenges

The spark of lifeThe spark of life Origins of 
sensation
Origins of 
sensation Inside blood vesselsInside blood vessels

RESEARCH PROGRAM
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Science Theme 1: Illuminate
Vision – To create photons designed to probe molecular-level systems

– Novel nanoprobes with tailored emission characteristics
– Advanced optical fibres for delivering light to/from nanoenvironments
– Nanoparticle enriched materials and structures

Examples –

Tailored emission from
upconversion nanoparticles

– Characterise SuperDots over broad intensity range using fibre 
platform, enabling efficiency 
gains via optimising energy 
transfer processes

– Show reduction possible in 
autofluorescence background 
to guide sensor development

– Map out opportunities for 
emission wavelength tailoring 
to guide reporter molecule 
development

Tailored emission from
upconversion nanoparticles

– Characterise SuperDots over broad intensity range using fibre 
platform, enabling efficiency 
gains via optimising energy 
transfer processes

– Show reduction possible in 
autofluorescence background 
to guide sensor development

– Map out opportunities for 
emission wavelength tailoring 
to guide reporter molecule 
development

Immediate Opportunity

Transformed endoscopy

– Silica glasses with improved UV transmission & 
Photonic structures to shift the UV edge 
endoscopes with transparency down to 250nm

– Next-gen SuperDots
attached to fibre-tips to
enable IR delivery & 
localised UV generation

– Theory enabling maximal 
information extraction from 
spectral/spatial maps of
cellular environment

Transformed endoscopy

– Silica glasses with improved UV transmission & 
Photonic structures to shift the UV edge 
endoscopes with transparency down to 250nm

– Next-gen SuperDots
attached to fibre-tips to
enable IR delivery & 
localised UV generation

– Theory enabling maximal 
information extraction from 
spectral/spatial maps of
cellular environment

Grand Challenge

RESEARCH PROGRAM
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Science Theme 2: Recognise
Vision – Optically-controlled surfaces to recognise molecules in living systems

– Novel reporter molecules
– Strategies for surface attachment
– Continuous sensing and light-driven regeneration and control

Examples –

Continuous measurement in-vitro

–Exploit spiropyran-based photoswitches that bind biologically 
significant ions (Zn, Ca …)

–Develop encapsulation techniques to control whether 
photoswitches remain in the extra-cellular environment or 
penetrate the cell walls

–Demonstrate the 
capacity to monitor 
intra and extra-
cellular ion 
production in live 
cells

Continuous measurement in-vitro

–Exploit spiropyran-based photoswitches that bind biologically 
significant ions (Zn, Ca …)

–Develop encapsulation techniques to control whether 
photoswitches remain in the extra-cellular environment or 
penetrate the cell walls

–Demonstrate the 
capacity to monitor 
intra and extra-
cellular ion 
production in live 
cells

Immediate Opportunity

Light-controlled assays

–Incorporate photoswitches into functional biomolecules 
(peptides, enzymes, DNA …)

–Methodologies for immobilising light-controlled biomolecules 
on nanoparticles, glass, membranes

–Create light-responsive materials that can be remotely 
delivered, accessed 
and probed

–Assays that control 
the binding affinity 
using light

Light-controlled assays

–Incorporate photoswitches into functional biomolecules 
(peptides, enzymes, DNA …)

–Methodologies for immobilising light-controlled biomolecules 
on nanoparticles, glass, membranes

–Create light-responsive materials that can be remotely 
delivered, accessed 
and probed

–Assays that control 
the binding affinity 
using light

Grand Challenge

RESEARCH PROGRAM
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Science Theme 3: Measure
Vision – Nanoscale photonic sensing architectures

– Remote nanoscale assays
– Spatially distributed measurements, in-situ interferometers
– Exploring the fundamental limits of detection

Examples –

Detect molecules in distant nanoenvironments
– Pair SuperDots with reporter molecules. Nanoparticle 

produces pump photon for the reporter fluorophore

– Functionalise nanoparticle-reporter pair onto the surface 
near end of a microstructured fibre

– Integrate with a 
fibre-dip sensor
architecture to 
remotely probe 
specific ions 
or cations

Detect molecules in distant nanoenvironments
– Pair SuperDots with reporter molecules. Nanoparticle 

produces pump photon for the reporter fluorophore

– Functionalise nanoparticle-reporter pair onto the surface 
near end of a microstructured fibre

– Integrate with a 
fibre-dip sensor
architecture to 
remotely probe 
specific ions 
or cations

Immediate Opportunity

Fundamental limits of detection

–Quantify balance between intensity, collection efficiency, 
spectral window & spatio-temporal resolution for our photonic 
sensing architectures

–Apply information theory treatments in concert with photonic 
device modelling – aiming to identify approaches that yield 
the most information

–Extract resolution & detection for complex and dynamic 
biological environments

Fundamental limits of detection

–Quantify balance between intensity, collection efficiency, 
spectral window & spatio-temporal resolution for our photonic 
sensing architectures

–Apply information theory treatments in concert with photonic 
device modelling – aiming to identify approaches that yield 
the most information

–Extract resolution & detection for complex and dynamic 
biological environments

Grand Challenge

RESEARCH PROGRAM
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Science Theme 4: Discover
Vision – Advanced molecular analysis to monitor changes in/around cells

– Discovery of new molecules in target systems 
– Measuring the effects of probes on systems
– “Canary in the mine” genetically modified sensing cell

Examples –

Effects of probes on cells

–Existing nanophotonic platforms (nanoparticles, glass fibre
interfaces) will be functionalised with known detector 
molecules

–Probes will be deployed in-vitro in well-characterised cell-
lines and tissues for each BCC

–Parallel experiments using s
tandard –omics analyses will 
be used to identify probe-related 
effects on the cells

Effects of probes on cells

–Existing nanophotonic platforms (nanoparticles, glass fibre
interfaces) will be functionalised with known detector 
molecules

–Probes will be deployed in-vitro in well-characterised cell-
lines and tissues for each BCC

–Parallel experiments using s
tandard –omics analyses will 
be used to identify probe-related 
effects on the cells

Immediate Opportunity

Multiplexed Probes for Cellular Changes

– Discover molecules that synchronously alter in response to 
perturbation 

– Independent probes to detect different molecular  changes 

– Separate probes to be embedded in a single fibre 

– Simultaneous measurement of independent variables in 
situ in real time at a 
single location

Multiplexed Probes for Cellular Changes

– Discover molecules that synchronously alter in response to 
perturbation 

– Independent probes to detect different molecular  changes 

– Separate probes to be embedded in a single fibre 

– Simultaneous measurement of independent variables in 
situ in real time at a 
single location

Grand Challenge

RESEARCH PROGRAM
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BC1 Spark of Life

Vision: To understand dynamic processes at the beginning of life

RNA
Protein

Glycolysis
OXPHOS

NanoBioPhotonics offers approaches to measuring ions & metabolites, 
DNA/RNA & histone structures. This will reveal the causal pathways between 

maternal microenvironment and peri-conception programming.

We will explore the effect of maternal environment on the embryo

RESEARCH PROGRAM
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BC2 Origins of Sensation
Vision: To identify the origin, actions and 
behavioural consequences of central nervous 
system (CNS) immune signals

Ecstasy drug induces 
hyperthermia in the brain
Honours student Hutchinson lab 2013

NanoBioPhotonics with functionalisation of the optical fibre tip has the power 
to go to places in the brain and monitor small molecules and proteins in localised 

volumes of cerebrospinal fluid that could never be assessed before

Nanoscale optical temperature probe 
provides temporal resolution in an 
anatomically defined region in the brain.

We will obtain real time analytics of the CNS

RESEARCH PROGRAM
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BC3 Inside Blood Vessels

Vision: To dynamically quantify proteins 
and molecules within the endothelium Plaques in the arteries change over life 

and in response to therapies 

We will monitor plaque composition in the arteries

NanoBioPhotonics has the power to reveal the underpinning mechanisms 
associated with high blood pressure, cell adhesion and blood flow

The ability to perform molecular 
profiling of the artery wall

RESEARCH PROGRAM
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The CNBP links Australia’s key NanoBioPhotonics groups and builds on 
Global Collaborations with a focus on doing the science required to advance biology 
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PARTNERS



Advisory Board, Chair: Ian Frazer
•Inventor of the cervical cancer vaccine
•CEO and Director, Research of the Translational Research 
Institute, UQ

International Science Committee, Chair: Dennis 
Matthews
•Director, Center for Biophotonics Science and Technology, UC 
Davis
•Inventor of x-ray wavelength lasers used to generate x-ray 
images of living subcellular systems

Translation and Impact, Chair: Goran Roos
•Internationally recognised expert in Advanced Manufacturing 
•Chair, Advanced Manufacturing Council (SA)

Outreach Committee, Chair: Paul Willis
•Science journalist and broadcaster (ex ABC Catalyst)
•Director, Royal Institution of Australia (RiAus)

GOVERNANCE
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Founding 
Director

Prof Tanya Monro

“The CNBP brings together 
the right mix of expertise 
across the disciplines to 

tackle a really exciting grand 
challenge – measuring 

cellular-scale processes in 
living systems. I am proud to 
have been able to gather this 

outstanding team together 
and lead the creation of an 

ambitious vision for the 
Centre. I look forward to 

continuing to participate in the 
CNBP's science and the 

translation of this science to 
outcomes.”



Breakthroughs in Nanoscale Sensing
Collaboration leads to unexpected outcomes

When optical physicists, material scientists and nano-
technologists from The University of Adelaide, Macquarie
University and Peking University started collaborating, their
aim was to solve a problem that had hampered the
development of fibre dip sensors. At the outset they had no
idea that their solution would have the potential to
revolutionise medical research - allowing biologists to
examine single cellular interactions from outside the living
organism.
The problem: Professor Monro’s team of researchers in
Adelaide were working to improve the performance of dip
sensors made from proprietary optical fibres that contain tiny
air holes. Unfortunately, the visible light required to detect the
specific molecules of interest triggers a background noise
within the glass from which the fibres are made, preventing
the sensors from detecting very low concentrations.
In the meantime, the ARC Future Fellow Dr. Dayong Jin from
Macquarie University had been collaborating with Associate
Professor Xi from Peking University on developing
nanoparticles known as upconversion nanocrystals, which
can convert low energy radiation (infrared light) into higher
energy radiation (visible light). This is achieved by absorption
of light of multiple photons within the crystals. This capacity to
convert energy into photons with tailored characteristics has
many potential applications ranging from the medical field to
the detection of disease biomarkers and imaging biological
systems, through to next generation 3-D TVs and increasing
the efficiency of solar cells.
The researchers realised that the background response of the
glass could be avoided by loading upconversion
nanoparticles into the fibre. Using this approach, the sensor
can be operated using near-infrared light, which does not
induce a response from the glass; the visible emission from
the nanoparticle then becomes the source of light for tagging
the target molecules. The team found that this worked so well
that a single nanocrystal entering the voids within the optical
fibre could be detected from the other end of the fibre. This
opens up the possibility of detecting a single molecule from a
distance.

(A) Schematic diagram of the suspended core
microstructured optical fibre which can be used to detect
the single nanocrystals. The simplicity and compactness
of this device means it has the potential for use in point
of decision diagnostics. (B) The optical fibre cross-
section. Image reproduced from Zhao et al, 2013, Nature
Nanotechnology.

The serendipitous discovery: Once the upconversion
nanoparticles were loaded into the fibre, the researchers
discovered that the fibres provided a new way of
characterising the nanoparticles themselves. By varying the
amount of light launched into the fibre, the intensity of the
light absorbed by the nanoparticle could be varied
continuously over 4 orders of magnitude, therefore providing
a quantitative characterization of nanoparticles at nanoscale,
something that could not previously be done. This fibre
platform for interrogating the energy transfer processes within
these nanoparticles allowed the team to unlock a
longstanding challenge, known as “concentration quenching”
in the field of upconversion nanocrystals – finding a way to
dramatically increase the brightness of each single
nanocrystals, called SuperDotsTM, now patented and trade-
marked internationally.
The collaboration: This research is a breakthrough for
nanosensing, says Adelaide researcher Mr. Tim Zhao (PhD
trained at Macquarie University). Critical to this result was the
perfect union of the upconversion nanocrystals developed in
the Partnership between Macquarie and Peking Universities,
and the microstructured fibre sensing platform developed in
Adelaide.

This collaboration brought together scientists working in very
different scientific fields. Collaborations like these leverage
world class complimentary expertise from across Australia
and the globe and enable the creation of new tools for
scientific research that offer capabilities way beyond the
standard “off the shelf” technologies.
Impact of this research for society: This new nanoscale
sensing technology has enabled scientists to observe and
track single nanocrystals. This represents 1000 times greater
sensitivity compared with the previous materials (quantum
dots). This is a game changing scientific breakthrough.
One outcome of this research, which is crucial to the mission
of the CNBP, is the opportunity to study single cells in a
biological system.
Researchers have already designed ultra-bright nanoscale
bio labels to sense single molecules. These labels, together
with the optical fibres will enable us to reach into biological
systems: such as a developing embryo, the living biological
brain, or inside blood vessels. These locations are
inaccessible to conventional measuring tools.

However for us to achieve this potential the CNBP has a lot of
work to do, including creating the chemical interfaces that
allow specific molecules and proteins of interest for biological
research to be recognised. Working in our four scientific
themes: ‘Illuminate, Recognise, Measure and Discover’
CNBP researchers will work together across interdisciplines
to remove these barriers.
This research will enable us to build high volume, non-
expensive new devices, providing enormous potential for
commercial outcomes, seeding new SMEs, and ultimately
creating technology jobs for Australians.

CASE STUDY

Up	until	now,	measuring	a	single	nanoparticle	would	have	
required	placing	it	inside	a	very	bulky	and	expensive	

microscope.		For	the	first	time,	we've	been	able	to	detect	a	
single	nanoparticle	at	one	end	of	an	optical	fibre	from	the	
other	end.	That	opens	up	all	sorts	of	possibilities	in	sensing.

Professor	Tanya	Monro,	
ARC	Australian	Laureate	Fellow
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Sensors to study embryo development
Improving outcomes for infertile couples

Current In vitro fertilisation (IVF) techniques
monitor the health of developing embryos by taking
the embryo out of the incubator and inspecting it
using a microscope, or more recently using time-
lapse imaging inside the incubator. Researchers at
the University of Adelaide, working on an ARC
Linkage Grant led by Professor Tanya Monro with
Cook Medical, are using a combination of optical
fibres, synthetic chemistry and laser technology to
monitor the environment in which an embryo is
grown in a non-invasive way. This work has the
potential to increase the pregnancy rates from IVF
treatments and to improve health outcomes for
individuals born using IVF.
Dr Erik Schartner is a postdoctoral physicist
working in the team at Adelaide to develop probes
to measure the temperature and pH near the
embryo. This has led to the invention of a
temperature sensor with the ability to probe
unprecedentedly small volumes (Patent Number
2013903895). The result of this work will be
incubators that monitor and control the environment
in which the embryos develop, leading to improved
health outcomes. By integrating different classes of
sensors, it should ultimately be possible to assay
the complex chemistry of the media in which the
embryo develops and also to “listen” to signals it
gives off during development.

One intriguing example comes from the research of
Adelaide embryologist Associate Professor Jeremy
Thompson, who discovered that when an egg is
fertilised, there is a release of hydrogen peroxide in
addition to other ions by the early embryo.

Probing the fluid around the embryo using a
sensor capable of sampling the hydrogen peroxide
levels in the tiny fluid volumes in which the embryo
develops, should allow us to accurately determine
the time of fertilisation and potentially segregate the
healthy from unhealthy embryos for implantation,
improving a couple’s chance of pregnancy.
Working with Prof Andrew Abell, PhD student
Malcolm Purdey has developed new fluorescent
molecules to sense hydrogen peroxide, which will
be integrated within optical fibre sensors developed
by postdoctoral physicist Dr Erik Schartner. This
combination of chemistry and optics technology
provides a basis of a sensor that could monitor the
hydrogen peroxide concentration surrounding the
embryo, in a non-invasive manner. What is even
more amazing is that such a sensor would operate
with very small volumes and in close proximity to
the embryo.
Impact of this research for society: University of
Adelaide researchers have been working closely
with Cook Medical, with the goal of creating next
generation IVF incubators. Ultimately this work
could help couples have healthy IVF babies.
Work within the CNBP will continue this research
by developing a suite of new tools for
understanding how embryos develop.

This is an interdisciplinary, industry-driven
collaboration between: The University of Adelaide
and Cook Medical

.
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CASE STUDY

Embryos 5 days post fertilisation in optimum
oxygen conditions (7% O2). Stains represent
active mitochondria (red dye), reduced
glutathione, (blue dye) and reactive oxygen
species (green dye). Increased variation in cell
colour within a single embryo (heterogeneity)
represents compromised embryo health.

CASE STUDY



Chief Investigators

Prof Andrew Abell
The University of Adelaide
andrew.abell@adelaide.edu.au
+61 8 8313 5652

Dr Brant Gibson
RMIT University
brant.gibson@rmit.edu.au
+61 3 9925 3649

Prof Ewa Goldys
Macquarie University
ewa.goldys@mq.edu.au
+61 2 9850 8902

A/Prof Andrew Greentree
RMIT University
andrew.greentree@rmit.edu.au
+61 3 9925 3111

Prof Mark Hutchinson
The University of Adelaide
mark.hutchinson@adelaide.edu.au
+61 8 8313 0322 

A/Prof Dayong Jin
Macquarie University
dayong.jin@mq.edu.au
+61 2 9850 4168

Prof Tanya Monro
The University of Adelaide
tanya.monro@adelaide.edu.au
+61 8 8313 3955

Prof Nicki Packer
Macquarie University
nicki.packer@mq.edu.au
+61 2 9850 8176

Prof Jim Piper, AM
Macquarie University
jim.piper@mq.edu.au
+61 9850 6369

A/Prof Jeremy Thompson
The University of Adelaide
jeremy.thompson@adelaide.edu.au
+61 8 8313 8152

Partner Investigator
Professor Steven Nicholls
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stephen.nicholls@sahmri.com
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Chief Operating Officer
Dr Kathy Nicholson
The University of Adelaide
kathy.nicholson@adelaide.edu.au
+61 8 8313 0496
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Partner Investigators

Prof Juergen Popp, 
Institute of Photonic Technology, 
(IPHT) Jena

Prof Sun Tong, 
City University London

Prof Qinming Luo, 
Huazhong University of Science and 
Technology

A/Prof Peng Xi, 
Peking University

A/ Prof Gilberto Brambilla, 
University of Southampton

Dr Yonggang Zhu, 
CSIRO

A/Prof Yujie Sun, 
Peking University, Beijing

Prof Brian Wilson, 
University of Toronto

Associate Investigators

Prof Paul Mulvaney,
University of Melbourne

Prof Steven Maier, 
The University of Colorado, Boulder

Dr Jonathon George, 
University of Adelaide

Prof Bruce Hammock, 
UC Davis

A/Prof Kevin Pfleger, 
University of Western Australia

Dr Shahraam Afshar Vahid, 
The University of Adelaide

Dr Alexandre Francois, 
The University of Adelaide

Prof Dougal McCulloch, 
RMIT University 

Dr Igor Aharanovich, 
University of Technology, Sydney

Dr Louise Brown, 
Macquarie University

Prof Marc Wilkins, 
University of NSW

Dr Mark Prescott, 
Monash University

Dr Run Zhang, 
Macquarie University

A/Prof Andrei Zvyagin, 
Macquarie University
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Visit us at 
www.CNBP.org.au

“The technologies developed through the CNBP are likely to be paradigm 
shifting in the development of the healthcare tools of the future and I want to 
be involved in that process.”

Prof Ian Frazer, Chair of the CNBP Advisory Board


